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Concepts around Local Computation 

Valuation Algebras

Join Tree Construction

Local Computation
(Computations on Join Trees)

Properties of 
Valuation Algebras

Architectures of 
Local Computation

Instances of 
Valuation Algebras

Query answering

Goal: Implementation of a software architecture 
(in JAVA) unifying and organizing all these concepts.



  

Valuation Algebras I
Components of a Valuation Algebra:

•  Variables, Frames
•  Domains (sets of Variables)
•  Valuations

Intuitively, a valuation is some kind of information container whose 
information refers to questions (= variables).

Mathematical definition of a Valuation Algebra by 3 operations & 6 axioms.

Operations:



  

Valuation Algebras II
Instances of Valuation Algebras are very large in number.

Requirement: Each user can integrate new instances.

Every instance is described by the three operations of labeling, 
combination and marginalization.  

This is what we call a generic structure.

...

Valuation Algebra

LogicIndicator
FunctionsRelationsProbability

Potentials



  

Realizing Valuation Algebras
Interface
Variable

equals()

Class
Domain

<<set operations>>

Interface
Valuation

label()
combine(Valuation)
marginalize(Domain)

Class
Probability
Potential

Class
Relation

Class
Indicator
Function

Class
Indicator
Function

A new instance is fully implemented by:
 A class implementing the Variable interface.
 A class implementing the Valuation interface.



  

Properties of Valuation Algebras
Instances of a Valuation Algebra may have further properties being 
important in the context of Local Computation:

Requirement: Each combination of properties are possible.

Text-based RepresentationIdempotency
Graphical RepresentationConcepts of Division, Scaling
……

Non-Mathematical PropertiesMathematical Properties

Probability
Potentials

Indicator
Functions

Relations



  

Extending the Framework to take 
Properties into consideration

Interface
Valuation

label()
combine(Valuation)
marginalize(Domain)

Interface
Dividable

inverse(Domain)

Interface
Idempotent

Interface
Scalable

scale()

Interface
Regular

Interface
Separative

Interface
Representable

Interface
TextBased

getText()

Interface
ImageBased

getImage()



  

Valuation Algebras
Summary
 Each user can create new instances by implementing the 

Valuation interface.

 Every combination of properties can be assigned to an instance.

 The framework can be extended with new properties without 
changing other instances (= existing code).

 An instance may have multiple kinds of representations.



  

The projection problem
Given a set of valuations (= knowledge-base). 
Our interest concerns the projection problem:

We call the domain s the query.

Combining all valuations and computing a global marginalization is 
extremly inefficient. This is the motivation for Local Computation.

Local Computation is a set of algorithms working on join trees.

A join tree is a tree whose nodes contain a domain such that if the same 
variable is contained in two different nodes, then this variable is contained in all 
nodes on the unique path between them.



  

Join Tree Construction I
Join trees are constructed from the domains in the initial 
knowledge-base by variable elimination.

Each elimination sequence builds a different join tree. The smaller the domains
in the join tree, the more efficient is Local Computation. 

Finding the optimal elimination sequence is NP-hard, but there exists heuristics.

We are interested in a system allowing to swap 
construction algorithms.



  

Local Computation (LC) I
LC is a set of algorithms allowing to solve the projection problem 
efficiently on join trees.

There are different architectures of LC each one taking advantage of the 
additional properties of the underlying valuation algebra.

...

Architectures of
Local Computation

Shenoy-Shafer
Architecture

Lauritzen-Spiegelhaler
Architecture

HUGIN
Architecture

Idempotent
Architecture

VA with Division VA with Division VA with Idempotencyno restriction



  

Local Computation (LC) II

Each architecture is divided up in two message passing phases:
 Inward propagation (collect): Bottom-Up tree traversing  
 Outward propagation (distribute): Top-Down tree traversing

Both algorithms are implemented recursively on the nodes of the join tree.

Example: Inward Propagation:
 Node i waits until it has received all 

messages from its parents.
 Node i computes its node content.
 Node i computes the new message 

and sends it to its unique child.

Unique child node

Parent nodes

collect distribute



  

Local Computation (LC) III
Architectures for LC differ in their message passing algorithm.

     We need a node type for each architecture.

...

Abstract Class
JoinTree

Class
SS_JoinTree

Class
LS_JoinTree

Class
HUGIN_JoinTree

...

Interface Node

Class
SS_Node

Class
LS_Node

Class
HUGIN_Node

A join tree object is 
basically a pointer to 
the root node.

Each user can extend 
this system with new 
architectures of LC by 
extending this 
framework.



  

Join Tree Construction II
The join tree construction algorithm should be independent of the
architecture (node type).

Implementation strategy:
The construction algorithm loads dynamically the appropriate node type
specified by the user.

→ The construction algorithm is independent of the join tree architecture.

→ New architecture types can be added without changing the construction 
algorithms.

→ New construction algorithms can be added without knowing the different 
architectures in detail.

All these concepts are organized in the so-called Join Tree Factory.



  

Join Tree Factory I
STRATEGY Design Patterns

Join Tree Factory

Construction
Algorithm

JoinTree
Architecture

Interface
Algorithm

Class
Algorithm_A

Class
Algorithm_B

Class
Algorithm_C

JoinTreeFactory factory = new 
JoinTreeFactory();

Abstract Class
JoinTree

Class
SS_JoinTree

Class
LS_JoinTree

Class
HUGIN_JoinTree

factory.create(…) new join tree object

factory.setAlgorithm(…) factory.setArchitecture(…)



  

Join Tree Factory II
(Extended) BUILDER Design Pattern

Join Tree
Factory

Abstract Class
JoinTree

Class
SS_JoinTree

Class
LS_JoinTree

Class
HUGIN_JoinTree

getNode() getNode() getNode()

getNode()

factory.create(Valuation[])

Construction
Algorithm

architecture.getNode()

algorithm.run()

finalize()

new Node()

joinTree.startPropagation()



  

Demonstration I
Probability Potentials

Probability Potentials are an instance of a Valuation Algebra:

Example:

Combination: Marginalization:



  

Demonstration II
Input Data
Medical Network with initial probability distribution from 
[Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter, 1988]

Vitis to Asia ?

Tuberculosis ?

Lung Cancer ?

Smoking ?

Bronchitis ?

Dyspnoea ?

Either tub. or
lung cancer ?

positive X-ray ?

Initial distribution:
 p(A)
 p(T|A)
 p(S)
 p(L|S)
 p(B|S)
 p(E|L,T)
 p(X|E)
 p(D|E,B)
→ 8 Potentias



  

We want to compute:

We create 3 join trees of different architecture types:

 Shenoy-Shafer join tree

JoinTreeFactory factory = new JoinTreeFactory();
factory.setArchitecture("shenoy_shafer.BSS_JoinTree");
JoinTree jointree = factory.create(pots, queries);

 Lauritzen-Spiegelhalter join tree

 HUGIN join tree with a changed construction algorithm

Demonstration III
Query & Application



  

Conclusion I
A generic architecture for local computation unifies different concepts:

Generic concepts are:

1. Different instances of a valuation algebra

2. Different architectures of local computation

3. Different join tree construction algorithms

 Valuation algebras due to the mathematical definition 
(3 operations & 6 axioms).

 Different architecture types differ in their message passing 
algorithm and therefore in the appropriate join tree (node) type.



  

Conclusion II
 The abstract realization of a valuation algebra is an exact realization 

of the underlying mathematical concept.

 The user can himself implement new instances or new architecture 
types and integrate them in the whole framework.

 Different instances can be combined with different architectures of LC 
(satisfying the math. restrictions).

 Architectures for LC are interchangeable (existing code stays 
untouched).

 Construction algorithms are independent of the architecture and 
therefore interchangeable.

 System for educational purposes.



  

Questions ?


